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All indications point to a SM-like, Higgs boson  
“elementary” at a scale Λ < O(1 TeV) 	
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Summer 2015 LHC Run 1 update: 	
5σ for both fermion coupling h à ττ  	
& bosonic coupling WWàh	

  - it’s neutral, spin-0, parity-even	
  - it couples to mass, non-universally	

LHCP 2015, Sept!
St. Petersburg !
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François Englert and Peter W. Higgs	
"for the theoretical discovery of a mechanism that contributes to 
our understanding of the origin of mass of subatomic particles, 
and which recently was confirmed through the discovery of the 

predicted fundamental particle, by the ATLAS and CMS 
experiments at CERN's Large Hadron Collider"	

50 years theoretical work …	
25 years experimental work …	
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The Higgs mechanism  (1964)	

The Standard Model (1960-1967, 1972)	

B.W.Lee	

Goldstone	
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Nuclear Physics B106 (1976) 292-340 
0 North-Holland Publishing Company 

A PHENOMENOLOGICAL PROFILE OF THE HIGGS BOSON 

John ELLIS, Mary K. GAILLARD * and D.V. NANOPOULOS ** 
CERN, Geneva 

Received 7 November 1975 

A discussion is given of the production, decay and observability of the scalar Higgs 
boson H expected in gauge theories of the weak and electromagnetic interactions such as 
the Weinberg-Salam model. After reviewing previous experimental limits on the mass of 
the Higgs boson, we give a speculative cosmological argument for a small mass. If its mass 
is similar to that of the pion, the Higgs boson may be visible in the reactions n-p + Hn or 
yp --t Hp near threshold. If its mass is < 300 MeV, the Higgs boson may be present in the 
decays of kaons with a branching ratio 0(10-T), or in the decays of one of the new par- 
ticles: 3.7 + 3.1 + H with a branching ratio 0(10e4). If its mass is <4 GeV, the Higgs 
boson may be visible in the reaction pp --f H + X, H --f n+p-. If the Higgs boson has a mass 
<2m , the decays H -+ e+e- and H + y-r dominate, and the lifetime is 0(6 X 10m4 to 
2 X ib-12) seconds. As thresholds for heavier particles (pions, strange particles, new par- 
ticles) are crossed, decays into them become dominant, and the lifetime decreases rapidly 
to O(lO-*o) set for a Higgs boson of mass 10 CeV. Decay branching ratios in principle 
enable the quark masses to be determined. 

1. Introduction 

Many people now believe that weak and electromagnetic interactions may be de- 
scribed by a unified, renormalizable, spontaneously broken gauge theory [l]. This 
view has not been discouraged by the advent of neutral currents, or the existence of 
the new narrow resonances [2]. These latter may well be a manifestation of some 
form of “charm”, a new hadronic degree of freedom [3] favoured by constructors 
of weak and electromagnetic interaction models. A comprehensive discussion of the 
phenomenology of conventional charm has been given by Gaillard, Lee and Rosner [4] 
At the time of writing, the discovery of charm has not been confirmed, but gauge 
theorists are not yet discouraged. 

Other particles have been suggested by gauge theorists, including heavy leptons [5], 
Higgs bosons [6] and intermediate vector bosons. Experimental searches for heavy 
leptons M+ coupled to muon neutrinos have ruled out [7] masses below 8 GeV. From 
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The “EHLQ” (80’s)	

Higgs Phenomenology (70’s)	

We made it !	
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2015: A Great Year for HEP!

"for the discovery of neutrino oscillations, 
which shows that neutrinos have mass"	

Daya Bay, K2K/T2K, KamLand, SNO, 
SuperK	
“For the fundamental discovery and 
exploration of neutrino oscillations, 
revealing a new frontier beyond, and 
possibly far beyond, the standard model of 
particle physics.”	

T. Kajita & A. McDonald	

Fundamental Physics Break Through Prize	
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2015: A Great Year for HEP!

Marching into 
higher scales!	

LHC completed the 1st-phase Run 2@13 TeV! 	
LHC Jamboree Dec. 2015: Marumi Kado: ATLAS; Jim Olson: CMS 	

Early'Searches'for'New'Phenomena!

32'

RaDo'of'13'TeV'/'8'TeV'
Cross'secDons:'
'

F  Z’'at'3'TeV:' '20%
F  q*'at'4'TeV: '56%
F  QBH'at''5'TeV:' '370%
F  QBH'at''6'TeV:' '9000%
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_ Reminder: increased reach @ 13 TeV 

15/12/2015 CMS Collaboration - 13 TeV Results 
12 

13 TeV with 2.2 fb-1
 

potentially more sensitive 
than 8 TeV (19.8 fb-1) 

Serguei Ganjour,	
this conference	
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2015: A Great Year for HEP!

Consistent with SM at higher energies; no Higgs yet	
New physics bounds beyond Run 1	
Di-boson excess at 8 TeV un-confirmed 	

LHC completed the 1st-phase Run 2@13 TeV! 	Standard Model: still going strong 

15/12/2015 CMS Collaboration - 13 TeV Results 
22 
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W → pp FEWZ

*γ / Z → pp FEWZ

tt → pp
top++ NNLO+NNLL

tq → pp
NLO+NNLL

H → pp LHC-XS

ZZ → pp MCFM

inelastic
, Nat. Commun. 2, 463 (2011)-1bµ7 TeV, 20 

, ATLAS-CONF-2015-038-1bµ13 TeV, 63 

W → pp
, PRD 85, 072004 (2012)-17 TeV, 36 pb

, ATLAS-CONF-2015-039-113 TeV, 85 pb

*γ / Z → pp
, PRD 85, 072004 (2012)-17 TeV, 36 pb

, ATLAS-CONF-2015-039-113 TeV, 85 pb

tt → pp
, Eur. Phys. J. C 74:3109 (2014)-17 TeV, 4.6 fb

, Eur. Phys. J. C 74:3109 (2014)-18 TeV, 20.3 fb
, ATLAS-CONF-2015-049-113 TeV, 78 pb

tq → pp
, PRD 90, 112006 (2014)-17 TeV, 4.6 fb

, ATLAS-CONF-2014-007-18 TeV, 20.3 fb
, ATLAS-CONF-2015-079-113 TeV, 3.2 fb

H → pp
, arXiv:1507.04548-17 TeV, 4.5 fb

, arXiv:1507.04548-18 TeV, 20.3 fb
, ATLAS-CONF-2015-069-113 TeV, 3.2 fb

ZZ → pp
, JHEP 03, 128 (2013)-17 TeV, 4.6 fb

, ATLAS-CONF-2013-020-18 TeV, 20.3 fb
, STDM-2015-13-113 TeV, 3.2 fb

  PreliminaryATLASPrediction
Measurement

Summary'of'RunF2'Total'Cross'SecDon'Measurements'

20'
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Watch it out !	

Z + MET signature 	
(ATLAS only)	

Prelude for discoveries?	

Search%for%gluino%producDon'in'events'
with'a'Z,'jets'and'MET'in'one'Signal'region'

'

'
Check%of%an%excess%seen'in'ATLAS'(not'in'
CMS)'at'RunF1'

Strongly'Produced'SUSY'Searches'(VII)'
Z+MET%Signature'

29%events'obs'10.8±2.2%exp'(3σ'excess)'

21'events'obs'(e'~'µ)'and'10.4±2.4%exp!
(2.2σ%excess%at'intermediate'MET)'

Event%selecLon%
Z,'2'jets,'MET>225'GeV,'HT>600'GeV'
'
Main%Backgrounds%
F  Z'background'from'γFjet'events'
F  Top'and'diboson'from'DF'events'(eµ)'–'mainly'

top'(70%'of'DF'events)'

31'

Run*1% Run*1%

ATLASFCONFF2015F082'

Search%for%gluino%producDon'in'events'
with'a'Z,'jets'and'MET'in'one'Signal'region'

'

'
Check%of%an%excess%seen'in'ATLAS'(not'in'
CMS)'at'RunF1'

Strongly'Produced'SUSY'Searches'(VII)'
Z+MET%Signature'

29%events'obs'10.8±2.2%exp'(3σ'excess)'

21'events'obs'(e'~'µ)'and'10.4±2.4%exp!
(2.2σ%excess%at'intermediate'MET)'

Event%selecLon%
Z,'2'jets,'MET>225'GeV,'HT>600'GeV'
'
Main%Backgrounds%
F  Z'background'from'γFjet'events'
F  Top'and'diboson'from'DF'events'(eµ)'–'mainly'

top'(70%'of'DF'events)'

31'

Run*1% Run*1%

ATLASFCONFF2015F082'

See Tom Rizzo’s seminar!

Same-sign di-lepton excess?	 See Ian Low (a theorist) claim!
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Prelude for discoveries?	
The observation:	
What are we talking about?

•  ATLAS

Marco Delmastro ATLAS and CMS high-mass diphoton resonance searches at 13 TeV 3
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•  CMS

-  Statistics?	
-  Look-elsewhere?	
-  Fitting functions?	
-  Large width?	

Significance @ ATLAS 	
Local: 3.6σ; Global: 2.0σ	

750 GeV Bump	Spectrum

•  ATLAS

•  CMS

Marco Delmastro ATLAS and CMS high-mass diphoton resonance searches at 13 TeV 9
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Significance @ CMS 	
Local: 2.6σ; Global: 1.2σ	

 σγγ ≈ (7 – 10) fb   (≈ σh(γγ)/10) 	

Serguei Ganjour	
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Implications:	

  pp à S0 à γγ	
	
Need :	
1.  (pseudo-)scalar singlet	
2.  (vector-like-)quarks	
   + (all sort) variations	
3. Sizeable BRγγ, large width?	
4. Large Yukawa y ~ 5!	

750 GeV Bump Fever!	Di-photon resonance

X0
�

�

S0	

T±	

Come to the discussion session today.	
Nature, Paul Ginsparg!



The Higgs mechanism ≠ a Higgs boson !	
From theoretical point of view, 	
3 Nambu-Goldstone bosons were all we need!	
A non-linear realization of the gauge symmetry:	

U = exp{i!i⌧ i/v}, DµU = @µU + igW i
µ
⌧ i

2

U � ig0UBµ
⌧3

2

L =
v2

2
[DµU†DµU ]! v2

4
(
X

i

g2W 2
i + g02B2)

The theory is valid to a unitarity bound ~ 2 TeV	
The existence of a light, weakly coupled Higgs 	
boson carries important message for our 
understanding & theoretical formulation 	

in & beyond the SM – 	
UV completion / renormalizibility . 	

A Reminder:

Lee, Quigg, Thacker (1977)	



Michelson–Morley experiments (1887):	
“the moving-off point for the theoretical aspects 

of the second scientific revolution”	

Will History repeat itself (soon)?	

“... most of the grand underlying principles 
have been firmly established. (An eminent 
physicist remarked that) the future truths of 
physical science are to be looked for in the 
sixth place of decimals. ”	

--- Albert Michelson (1894)	
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Nima Arkani-Hamed	
(Director of CFHEP, Beijing)	



Under the Higgs lamp post

15	

Questions:	
-  A “Natural” Higgs sector?	
     (SUSY, Twin-Higgs, composite, relaxation…)	
-  The nature of the EW phase transition?	
-  Higgs portal to new physics?	
-  … …	

This conference: Chris Quigg; Mat Reece;!
Mathew McCulough; Christophe Grojean; !

Shufang Su!
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•  SUSY: 	
Relevant to the Higgs	
and the “Most Wanted”: 	

A “natural” EW theory?

H̃0,±, t̃, b̃, (g̃); S, S̃...

mt̃ > 200� 680 GeV,

m�̃± > 100� 600 GeV (depending on m�0
)

Current LHC bounds:	

•  “Compositeness”:	              the T’, current ATLAS limit: 	
MT > 480 GeV,  for MA < 100 GeV. 	

“Naturalness” à TeV scale new physics.	

•  Alternatives: Twin Higgs; (color) neutral naturalness  	



V = -µ2 |ϕ|2 + λ|ϕ|4	

•  In the SM, λ is a free parameter,	
     now measured at collider energies  λ ≈ 0.13 	

•  In composite/strong dynamics, 	
    harder to make λ  big enough.	
(due to the loop suppression by design) 	

Understand “the 5th force”	

•  In SUSY, it is related to the gauge couplings	
 tree-level: λ = (gL

2 + gY
2)/8 ≈ 0.3/4 ß a bit too small	

A “natural” EW theory should provide 
understanding of λ	

à already possess challenge to BSM theories.	
17	

a new dimensionless (truly) self-coupling.	



mH ≈ 126 GeV 	

V (|�|) = �µ2�†� + �(�†�)2

) µ2H2 + �vH3 +
�

4
H4

Fully determined at the weak scale:	
v = (

p
2GF )�1/2 ⇡ 246 GeV

m2
H = 2µ2 = 2�v2 ) µ ⇡ 89 GeV, � ⇡ 1

8
.

These possibilities are associated with totally di↵erent underlying dynam-
ics for electroweak symmetry breaking than the SM, requiring new physics
beyond the Higgs around the weak scale. They also have radically di↵er-
ent theoretical implications for naturalness, the hierarchy problem and the
structure of quantum field theory.

The leading di↵erence between these possibilities shows up in the cubic
Higgs self-coupling. In the SM, minimizing the potential gives v2 = 2|m|2/�.
Expanding around this minimum h = (v + H)/

p
2 gives V (H) = 1

2m
2
HH2 +

1
6µH3 + · · · , with m2

H = �v2 and µSM = 3(m2
H/v). Consider the example

with the quartic balancing against a sextic and, for the sake of simplicity to
illustrate the point, let’s take the limit where the m2 term in the potential
can be neglected. The potential is now minimized for v2 = 2|�|⇤2, and we
find m2

H = �v2, µ = 7m2
H/v = (7/3)µSM , giving an O(1) deviation in the

cubic Higgs coupling relative to the SM. In the case with the non-analytic
(h†h)2 log(h†h) potential, the cubic self-coupling is µ = (5/3)µSM .

Even larger departures from the standard picture are possible — we don’t
even know whether the dynamics of symmetry breaking is well-approximated
by a single light, weakly coupled scalar, as there may be a number of light
scalars, and not all of them need be weakly coupled!

Nature of EW phase transition

- Consider a model Higgs + singlet
Simplest, but also hardest to discover.
Good testing case.

h

Wednesday, August 13, 14

?

See also Jing Shu and Tao Liu’s talk

Tuesday, January 20, 15

Figure 8: Question of the nature of the electroweak phase transition.

Understanding this physics is also directly relevant to one of the most fun-
damental questions we can ask about any symmetry breaking phenomenon,
which is what is the order of the associated phase transition. Is the elec-
troweak transition a cross-over, or might it have been strongly first-order
instead? And how do we attack this question experimentally? This question
is another obvious next step following the Higgs discovery: having understood

17
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All we know:	

O(1) deviation on λhhh could make EW phase transition 
strong 1st order!	 X.M.Zhang (1993); C. Grojean et al. (2005)!

The Nature of EWSB

It cannot be a 1st order phase transition	



(a). Dark Matter	
The Higgs portals to Cosmos?

ksH
†H S�S,

k�

�
H†H �̄�.

Missing energy at LHC	 Direct detection	 Indirect detection	

 is the only bi-linear SM gauge singlet.	
Bad: May lead to hierarchy problem with high-scale physics; 	
Good: May readily serve as a portal to the dark sector:	

H†H

19	



(c). Higgs as an inflaton?	
(d). Higgs field & Dark Energy?	
(e). “Relaxation” of week-scale?	

(b). Baryon – anti-baryon Asymmetry	
For mh = 125 GeV,	
EW baryogenesis needs light sparticles:	
       mstop � 150 GeV 	
plus a light neutralino, singlets …	

Other potential consequences

Carena et al., 2011;	
Chung, LT Wang, 2011.	

Bezrukov, 2008;	
Nakayama, 2011.	

The existence of a fundamental scalar encourages the 	
consideration of scalar fields in cosmological applications. 	

20	

Graham, Kaplan, Rajendran; Christophe Grojean	



•  Particle mass 
hierarchy	

Higgs Yukawa 
couplings as the 
pivot!	

•  Patterns of quark, 
neutrino mixings:	

    Bign puzzle!	

•  New CP-violation 
sources?	

Flavor & Yukawa Couplings
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Dim-5: Neutrino Masses

Neutrinos are massive

In the context of the Standard Model:

La =

!

νa
la

"

L
, a = 1,2,3

The leading SM gauge invariant operator is at dim-5:∗

1

Λ
(yνLH)(yνLH) + h.c. ⇒

y2
νv2

Λ
νL vc

R.

Implication 1. Dim-5 operator indicates a new physics scale Λ

The See-saw spirit: †

If mν ∼1 eV, then Λ ∼ y2
ν (1014 GeV).

Λ ⇒
#

1014 GeV for yν ∼ 1;
100 GeV for yν ∼ 10−6.

The See-saw implies the “synergy”!

∗S. Weinberg, Phys. Rev. Lett. 1566 (1979).
†Minkowski (1977); Yanagita (1979); Gell-Mann, Ramond, Slansky (1979),
S.L. Glashow (1980); Mohapatra, Senjanovic (1980) ...

Neutrinos are “hot”!

Active field, rich physics

At dim-5, the leading gauge invariant operator is ∗

1

Λ
(yνLH)(yνLH) + h.c. ⇒

y2
νv2

Λ
νL νc

R.

yν Yukawa coupling, v the Higgs vev, Λ an energy scale.

The See-saw spirit: †

If mν ∼1 eV, then Λ ∼ y2
ν (1014 GeV).

Λ ⇒
!

1014 GeV for yν ∼ 1;
100 GeV for yν ∼ 10−6.

See-saw implies the synergy:

among low-energy, high-energy, and cosmology!

∗S. Weinberg, Phys. Rev. Lett. 1566 (1979); Belen Gavela, this conference.
†Yanagita (1979); Gell-Mann, Ramond, Slansky (1979),
S.L. Glashow (1980); Mohapatra, Senjanovic (1980) ...

Neutrinos are massive

In the context of the Standard Model:

La =

!

νa
la

"

L
, a = 1,2,3

The leading SM gauge invariant operator is at dim-5:∗

1

Λ
(yνLH)(yνLH) + h.c. ⇒

y2
νv2

Λ
νL vc

R.

Implication 1. Dim-5 operator indicates a new physics scale Λ

The See-saw spirit: †

If mν ∼1 eV, then Λ ∼ y2
ν (1014 GeV).

Λ ⇒
#

1014 GeV for yν ∼ 1;
100 GeV for yν ∼ 10−6.

The See-saw implies the “synergy”!

∗S. Weinberg, Phys. Rev. Lett. 1566 (1979).
†Minkowski (1977); Yanagita (1979); Gell-Mann, Ramond, Slansky (1979),
S.L. Glashow (1980); Mohapatra, Senjanovic (1980) ...

Neutrinos are “hot”!

Active field, rich physics

At dim-5, the leading gauge invariant operator is ∗

1

Λ
(yνLH)(yνLH) + h.c. ⇒

y2
νv2

Λ
νL νc

R.

yν Yukawa coupling, v the Higgs vev, Λ an energy scale.

The See-saw spirit: †

If mν ∼1 eV, then Λ ∼ y2
ν (1014 GeV).

Λ ⇒
!

1014 GeV for yν ∼ 1;
100 GeV for yν ∼ 10−6.

∗S. Weinberg, Phys. Rev. Lett. 1566 (1979); Belen Gavela, this conference.
†Yanagita (1979); Gell-Mann, Ramond, Slansky (1979),
S.L. Glashow (1980); Mohapatra, Senjanovic (1980) ...

•  Type I: add NR (Majorana?)	
•  Type II: add Y=1 scalar Φ-triplet (Φ++,+-,0)	
•  Type III: add Y=0 fermion T-triplet (T+,0,-)	
	
                    Lead to rich phenomenology.	
                    SM Higgs is always the pivot!	

S. Antusch, O. Fischer, !
this conference!

Cheng-Wei Chiang!
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Dim-6: Rich Physics
O(2000) independent operators of all combinations,	

Most of the 4-fermions operators bounded by FCNC: 	
gi/Λ < 1/(30 – 100) TeV	 Michael Spannowsky,!

Validity and Relevance of EFT

⇢X,Y =

E[(X � E[X])(Y � E[Y ])]

�x�y
(193)

gggh(mh) > gggh,SM (194)

b¯bb¯b (195)

pT,H . 2mt (196)

2mt . pT,H . 2m
NP

(197)

2m
NP

. pT,H (198)

H ! ⌧+⌧� (199)

H ! WW ⇤ (200)

H ! ZZ⇤ (201)

L = L
SM

+

X

i

g2i
⇤

2

NP

Oi (202)

14

Lagrangian dim-6:
EFT used to set limits on UV models from non-observation of new physics

13IAS  Conference              HKUST               Michael Spannowsky          19.01.2016                   

Watch out the Higgs:  t à hc, hu, τµ 	
George Hou; !
Kai-Feng Chen!
TH, Marfatia PRL, ’01!
R. Harnik et al., ‘13!

High scale or flavor symmetry?	
What controls the mixing structure:	

“Minimal Flavor Violation” for BSM?	

B ( B 0
s � µ + µ − ) =

�
2 . 8 + 0 . 7

− 0 . 6

�
× 1 0 − 9 a n d

B ( B 0 � µ + µ − ) =
�
3 . 9 + 1 . 6

− 1 . 4

�
× 1 0 − 1 0 ,T h e fi t f o r t h e r a t i o s o f t h e b r a n c

S B 0
s

S M = 0 . 7 6 + 0 . 2 0
− 0 . 1 8 a n d S B 0

S M = 3 . 7 + 1 . 6
− 1 . 4 .

l i k e l i h o o d s c a n s a r e s h o w n i n t h e E x t e

The b rare decays are pushing the limits:	
e.g.  LHCb+CMS:  arXiv:1411.4413 	
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Dim-6: Rich Physics

Zhen Liu, this conference!

V. Barger et al (2003);!
G. Giudice et al. (2007)!
 Ian Low et al. (2008)!

Genuine Higgs operators to 
parameterize new physics	

Validity and Relevance of EFT

⇢X,Y =

E[(X � E[X])(Y � E[Y ])]

�x�y
(193)

gggh(mh) > gggh,SM (194)

b¯bb¯b (195)

pT,H . 2mt (196)

2mt . pT,H . 2m
NP

(197)

2m
NP

. pT,H (198)

H ! ⌧+⌧� (199)

H ! WW ⇤ (200)

H ! ZZ⇤ (201)

L = L
SM

+

X

i

g2i
⇤

2

NP

Oi (202)

14

Lagrangian dim-6:
EFT used to set limits on UV models from non-observation of new physics

13IAS  Conference              HKUST               Michael Spannowsky          19.01.2016                   

gi/Λ	
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In a pessimistic scenario, the LHC does not see a new 
particle associated with the Higgs sector, then the effects 
of a heavy state on Higgs coupling gi at the scale M:	
                                                 ≈ a few % for M ≈ 1 TeV	�i ⇥

gi

gSM
� 1 ⇤ O(v2/M2)

Higgs coupling deviations:  	
     Δ:         VVH       bbH,ττH        ggH,γγH       HHH	
Composite     (3-9)%       (1 TeV/f )2                                  100%	
H0, A0                               6% (500 GeV/MA)2	

T’                                                         -10% (1 TeV/MT)2	

Precision Higgs Physics	

LHC 14 TeV, 3ab-1:    8%           15%             few%               50%	

(tree-level)	

(loop)	

 If no deviations, I’d DEFINE it THE SM Higgs! 	
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Future Is Bright!
LHC will be on the 2st phase Run 2@13 TeV,	
and on to HL-LHC: 	

Jianming Qian, this conference!

Jianming Qian (University of Michigan) 7 

Prospects at HL-LHC 

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2014-016 

Significant improvements are expected from the ongoing and future 

LHC program 

But theoretical and experimental challenges limit the precision to a few 

percent in the best cases. Percent-level precision possible in some ratios.  
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Higgs Factory	
Any arrival of a new particle welcomed with a “factory”	

•  Kaon factory (TRIUMF, ’81)	
•  Tau-charm factory (CLEO, BEPC, 90’s and on)	
•  Z-factory (LEP-1, ’89)	
•  W-factory (LEP-2, 2000; Tevatron, ’83-2011)	
•  B-factory (BaBar,’08; Belle,’10; LHCb,’10; Belle-2)	
•  Top factory (Tevatron, LHC,’10 & on)	
•  Higgs factory: A must ! (ILC, CEPC/FCC-ee)	

Manqi Ruan, Jinming Qian, !
Akira Yamamoto, this conferene!



     ILC: Ecm = 250 (500) GeV,  250 (500) fb-1	

•  Model-independent measurement: 	
     ΓH ~ 6%,    ΔmH ~ 30 MeV	
      (HL-LHC: assume SM, ΓH~ 5-8%,  ΔmH ~ 50 MeV)	
•  TLEP 106 Higgs: ΓH ~ 1%, ΔmH ~ 5 MeV.	

Higgs-Factory: Mega (106) Higgs Physics	

J
H
E
P
0
1
(
2
0
1
4
)
1
6
4

Figure 7. The Higgs boson production cross section as a function of the centre-of-mass energy
in unpolarized e+e− collisions, as predicted by the HZHA program [39]. The thick red curve shows
the cross section expected from the Higgs-strahlung process e+e− → HZ, and the thin red curve
shows the fraction corresponding to the Z → νν̄ decays. The blue and pink curves stand for the
WW and ZZ fusion processes (hence leading to the Hνeν̄e and He+e− final states), including their
interference with the Higgs-strahlung process. The green curve displays the total production cross
section. The dashed vertical lines indicate the centre-of-mass energies at which TLEP is expected
to run for five years each,

√
s = 240GeV and

√
s ∼ 2mtop.

rapidly decreasing with the new physics scale Λ, typically like 1/Λ2. For Λ = 1TeV,

departures up to 5% are expected [7, 8]. To discover new physics through its effects on the

Higgs boson couplings with a significance of 5σ, it is therefore necessary to measure these

couplings to fermions and gauge bosons with a precision of at least 1%, and at the per-mil

level to reach sensitivity to Λ larger than 1TeV, as suggested at by the negative results of

the searches at the LHC.

The number of Higgs bosons expected to be produced, hence the integrated luminosity

delivered by the collider, are therefore key elements in the choice of the right Higgs factory

for the future of high-energy physics: a per-mil accuracy cannot be reached with less

than a million Higgs bosons. The Higgs production cross section (obtained with the HZHA

generator [39]), through the Higgs-strahlung process e+e− → HZ and the WW or ZZ fusion

processes, is displayed in figure 7. A possible operational centre-of-mass energy is around

255GeV, where the total production cross section is maximal and amounts to 210 fb.

The luminosity profile of TLEP as a function of the centre-of-mass energy (figure 3)

leads to choose a slightly smaller value, around 240GeV, where the total number of Higgs

bosons produced is maximal, as displayed in figure 8. The number of WW fusion events

has a broad maximum for centre-of-mass energies between 280 and 360GeV. It is therefore

convenient to couple the analysis of the WW fusion with the scan of the tt̄ threshold, at√
s around 350GeV, where the background from the Higgs-strahlung process is smallest

and most separated from the WW fusion signal.

– 14 –

TLEP Report: 1308.6176	

ILC Report: 1308.6176	

~ 200 fb	
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•  Clean environment, ΔEcm < 1 MeV, 105 x LEP-I	
•  possible longitudinal polarization	
•  Precision measurements (statistical): 	

Z-ploe:    ΔMZ , ΔΓZ < 0.1 MeV, Δsin2θw < 10-6 ; 	
ΔMW ~ O(1 MeV), Δmt ~ O(10 MeV), ΔmH ~ O(10 MeV).	

 (GeV)topm
171.5 172 172.5 173 173.5 174 174.5 175

 (G
eV

)
W

m

80.35

80.355

80.36

80.365

80.37 TLEP (Z pole)
TLEP (Direct)
ILC (Direct)
LHC (Future)
Tevatron
Standard Model

TLEP Report: 1308.6176	

Z-Factory: Tera (1012) Z Physics	
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The Next Energy Frontier: �
Tevatron à LHC à 100 TeV pp Collider

7x             7x	 N. Arkani-Hamed, TH, M.Mangano,!
L.-T. Wang:  arXiv:1511.06495!

processes that at a given
p

s have a large value of ⌧ will increase dramatically
when going to higher CM energies. We illustrate this point in the left panel
of Fig. 2, where we show the partonic luminosity densities versus the average
energy fraction

p
⌧ (lower scale) and the partonic CM energy

p
ŝ (top scale),

and in the right panel the luminosity ratios between 100 TeV and 14 TeV. We
see the significant increase of the partonic luminosities, by a factor ranging
from 20 � 100 at

p
ŝ ⇡ 1 TeV to 300 � 5000 at

p
ŝ ⇡ 4 TeV.
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Figure 2: Left panel: Parton luminosity densities at a 100 TeV pp collider versus the
average energy fraction

p
⌧ (lower scale) and the partonic CM energy

p
ŝ (top scale);

Right panel: luminosity ratios between 100 TeV and 14 TeV.

Most importantly, the leap in energy at the 100 TeV pp collider gives
a huge increase in the reach for new physics. A seven-fold increase in CM
energy relative to the LHC, with a luminosity comparable to that of the
LHC, increases the mass reach for new particles significantly. For instance,
the mass reach will be extended by a factor of about five relative to the LHC
for resonant production of weakly or strongly interacting resonances, or by
a factor of four for color-singlet pair production. We illustrate this in detail
in Sec. 5.

The huge increase in parton luminosity also leads to a substantial en-
hancement of the production rates for the SM processes in going from 14 to
100 TeV, as illustrated in Fig. 3 [4]. This will allow several extremely rare
SM processes to be potentially observable for the first time.

Measuring the triple Higgs coupling provides a direct probe of the nature
of the electroweak symmetry breaking, and this is best done at the 100 TeV
pp collider, by looking for double-Higgs production, which yields a sizable
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Most importantly, the leap in energy at the 100 TeV pp collider gives
a huge increase in the reach for new physics. A seven-fold increase in CM
energy relative to the LHC, with a luminosity comparable to that of the
LHC, increases the mass reach for new particles significantly. For instance,
the mass reach will be extended by a factor of about five relative to the LHC
for resonant production of weakly or strongly interacting resonances, or by
a factor of four for color-singlet pair production. We illustrate this in detail
in Sec. 5.

The huge increase in parton luminosity also leads to a substantial en-
hancement of the production rates for the SM processes in going from 14 to
100 TeV, as illustrated in Fig. 3 [4]. This will allow several extremely rare
SM processes to be potentially observable for the first time.

Measuring the triple Higgs coupling provides a direct probe of the nature
of the electroweak symmetry breaking, and this is best done at the 100 TeV
pp collider, by looking for double-Higgs production, which yields a sizable

9
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Higgs Self-couplings:	
� L = − 1

2
m 2

H H 2 − g H H H

3 !
H 3 − g H H H H

4 !
H 4 ,

g H H H = 6 � v =
3 m 2

H

v
, g H H H H = 6 � =

3 m 2
H

v 2
.

Triple coupling sensitivity:	
Test the shape of the 	
Higgs potential, and 	
the fate of the EW-phase 
transition!	HHH coupling
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TLEP Report: 1308.6176	

Snowmass 1310.8361	

H

H

H ?
H

H

H

LHC 100 TeV pp

mass reach of new physics

30 Higgs working group report

Table 1-24. Expected per-experiment precision on the triple-Higgs boson coupling. ILC numbers include
bbbb and bbWW ⇤ final states and assume (e�, e+) polarizations of (�0.8, 0.3) at 500 GeV and (�0.8, 0.2) at
1000 GeV. ILC500-up is the luminosity upgrade at 500 GeV, not including any 1000 GeV running. ILC1000-
up is the luminosity upgrade with a total of 1600 fb�1 at 500 GeV and 2500 fb�1 at 1000 GeV. CLIC numbers
include only the bbbb final state and assume 80% electron beam polarization. HE-LHC and VLHC numbers
are from fast simulation [102] and include only the bb�� final state. ‡ILC luminosity upgrade assumes an
extended running period on top of the low luminosity program and cannot be directly compared to CLIC
numbers without accounting for the additional running period.

HL-LHC ILC500 ILC500-up ILC1000 ILC1000-up CLIC1400 CLIC3000 HE-LHC VLHC
p

s (GeV) 14000 500 500 500/1000 500/1000 1400 3000 33,000 100,000R
Ldt (fb�1) 3000/expt 500 1600‡ 500+1000 1600+2500‡ 1500 +2000 3000 3000

� 50% 83% 46% 21% 13% 21% 10% 20% 8%

Table 1-25. Expected precision on the triple-Higgs boson coupling for combined facilties, assuming the
final states, polarizations, and integrated luminosities assumed above in Table 1-24. Here “ILC-up” refers to
ILC1000-up, and “CLIC” refers to CLIC3000 with the two numbers shown assuming unpolarized beams or
80% electron beam polarization, respectively. TLEP is in parantheses since it would not contribute to the
measurement of the self-coupling, but could be a step along the way to the higher-energy hadron colliders.

LHC HL-LHC
+ILC +ILC-up +(TLEP) +ILC-up +CLIC

+CLIC +HE-LHC +VLHC +HE-LHC +VLHC +HE-LHC +VLHC
21% 12.6% 15.2/9.8% 18.6% 7.9% 10.9% 6.8% 12.5/8.9% 7.2/6.2%

Community Planning Study: Snowmass 2013
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Pushing the “Naturalness” limit	

The Higgs mass fine-tune: δmH/mH ~ 1% (1 TeV/Λ)2	

Thus, mstop > 8 TeV à 10-4 fine-tune!	

Stop like T’ search at hadron collider

- Larger production rate than the stop. 

- Studied quite a bit back then, as a “counter 
example” of SUSY.
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Figure 2: Cross-sections at 14 TeV (left) and 100 TeV (right).
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Figure 3: Search significance as computed in [1] for fermions (left) and scalar (right).
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Figure 4: Ratio of scalar cross-section to fermion cross-section.

4

Meade and Reece,  
Han, Mabhubani, Walker and LTW, etc 

Wednesday, April 23, 14

11

contours of the two di↵erent search strategies.

The searches proposed here also have good discriminating power away from the massless

neutralino limit. A 1.5 TeV stop could be discovered in the compressed region of parameter

space. It is possible to exclude neutralino masses up to 2 TeV in most of the parameter

space.

All of the results presented here have been obtained with very minimal cut-flows that do

not rely on b-tagging or jet substructure techniques. Additional refinements should increase

the search sensitivity, at the price of making assumptions on the future detector design.
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FIG. 5: Projected discovery potential [left] and exclusion limits [right] for 3000 fb�1 of total
integrated luminosity. At each signal point, the significance is obtained by taking the smaller CLs

between the heavy stop and compressed spectra search strategies, and converting CLs to number
of �’s. The blue and black contours (dotted) are the expected (±1�) exclusions/discovery contours
using the heavy stop and compressed spectra searches.

D. Di↵erent Luminosities

An open question in the design for the 100 TeV proton-proton collider is the luminosity

that is necessary to take full advantage of the high center of mass energy. As cross sections fall

with increased center of mass energy, one should expect that higher energy colliders require

more integrated luminosity to fulfill their potential. The necessary luminosity typically

scales quadratically with the center of mass energy, meaning that one should expect that

the 100 TeV proton-proton collider would need roughly 50 times the luminosity of the LHC

at 14 TeV.

This section shows the scaling of our search strategy as a function of the number of

collected events. As the luminosity changes, we re-optimize the /ET cut. For integrated

T.Cohen et al.: 1406.4512 
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- 

LUX collaboration, 2013!

DM Searches  	

GeV low mass:	
Direct Detection difficult;	
Collider complementary	

100 GeV or higher mass:	
DD + ID + HE Collider	
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WIMP DM:	

with � / g4
e↵/M2

DM. This leads us to a limit on the dark matter mass of

MDM < 1.8 TeV

✓
g2
e↵

0.3

◆
. (18)

As has been long appreciated, it is quite remarkable that the TeV scale
emerges so naturally in this way, assuming dark matter couplings comparable
in strength to the electroweak gauge interactions. This gives a strong, direct
argument for new physics at the TeV scale, independent of any theoretical
notions of naturalness.

Compellingly, dark matter often falls out of theories of physics beyond
the SM without being put in by hand. Indeed, if the SM is augmented by
new physics, not even necessarily close to the weak scale, but far beneath
the GUT scale, the interactions with new states should respect baryon and
lepton number to a very high degree. Since all SM particles are neutral under
the discrete symmetry (�1)B+L+2S, any new particles that are odd under
this symmetry will be exactly stable. This is the reason for the ubiquitous
presence of dark matter candidates in BSM physics. It is thus quite plausible
that the dark matter is just one part of a more complete sector of TeV-
scale physics; this has long been a canonical expectation, with the dark
matter identified as e.g. the lightest neutralino in a theory with TeV-scale
supersymmetry. The dominant SUSY processes at hadron colliders are of
course the production of colored particles—the squarks and gluinos—which
then decay, often in a long cascade of processes, to SM particles and the
lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP), resulting in the well known missing
energy signals at hadron colliders. This indirect production of dark matter
dominates, by far, the direct production of dark matter particles through
electroweak processes.

However, as emphasized in our discussion of naturalness, it is also worth
preparing for the possibility of a much more sparse spectrum of new particles
at the TeV scale. Indeed, if the idea of naturalness fails even slightly, the
motivation for a very rich set of new states at the hundreds-of-GeV scale
evaporates, while the motivation for WIMP dark matter at the TeV scale
still remains. This is for instance part of the philosophy leading to models
of split SUSY: in the minimal incarnation, the scalars and the second Higgs
doublet of the MSSM are pushed to ⇠ 102� 103 TeV, but the gauginos (and
perhaps the higgsinos) are much lighter, protected by an R-symmetry. The
scalars are not so heavy as to obviate the need for R-parity, so the LSP is

40
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Figure 20: Left: The mass reach for the pure wino in the monojet channel with L =
3000 fb�1 for the 14 TeV LHC (blue) and at 100 TeV (red). The bands are generated by
varying the background systematics between 1�2% and the signal systematic uncertainty
is set to 10% [65]. Right: The mass reach in the pure wino scenario in the disappearing
track channel with L = 3000 fb�1 for the 14 TeV LHC (blue) and at 100 TeV (red). The
bands are generated by varying the background normalization between 20� 500% [65].

background, which is varied between 1�2%, generating the bands in the plot.
Naively scaling by total event rates the systematics from current ATLAS
studies [66] (see Ref. [67] for the CMS study) would yield 0.5% for 3000 fb�1,
but this is clearly overly optimistic. Choosing the systematic error ⇠ 1� 2%
as we have done may also be optimistic, but it sets a reasonable benchmark,
and underscores that minimizing these systematics should be a crucial factor
taken into account in the design of the 100 TeV detectors. Given the same
integrated luminosity, the monojet search increases the reach relative to the
LHC by nearly a factor of 5, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 20 .

Due to the tiny mass splitting �m = 166 MeV between the chargino and
the neutralino, the decay lifetime can be long. The resulting disappearing

46

Mass reach at 100 TeV:	
~ 5x over LHC	
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Summary
It is an exciting time in HEP!	
•       LHC leads the way: Run2, HL-LHC	
•       Flavor physics: LHCb, Belle2, neutrino expts	
•       Cosmo/astro observations  	
  New discoveries will be from the frontiers!              	

    It is exciting to think about the future	
•       Higgs factory (ILC/CEPC/FCC-ee)is a “must”!	
•       100 TeV pp collider will take us a big leap:	
         Fine-tune <10-4; λhhh < 10%; WIMP DM ~ 5 TeV	

In closing, it is an exciting conference!	
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Thank you, IAS - HKUST!	
Especially, 	

Tao (Jr.), Henry, Prudence &	
Charlie, Jie, Joao, Shan, Yanjun	


